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Executive Summary
In 1994 the City of Stockholm decided to launch a municipally owned passive fiber infrastructure provider called Stokab to
lower its network costs, increase competition for telecom services in the city and minimize disruption to citizens by limiting
private operators’ needs for civil works to lay infrastructure in the ground.
Stokab was seen as a public infrastructure company by the City Council, much like a public organisation responsible for
roads. As a consequence, Stokab was not allowed to sell active services, and was required to sell to any potential purchaser
on a non-discriminatory basis. The deployment of Stokab’s initial network was financed by loans backed by the City of
Stockholm, and it connected mainly public institutions and universities. Soon private businesses started purchasing dark
fiber circuits from Stokab and the network expanded briskly.
Around 2002, the deployment that had been mostly targeted at public and business locations was extended into residential
buildings thanks to a number of deals between real estate companies and service providers. By the end of 2012, Stokab
expects to be open for service for 90% of Stockholm’s homes and nearly all of its business locations. 17 years after its initial
launch, Stokab is a 100-employee company with a turnover in 2011 of SEK 665million (est. €71.5 million), 800 customers and
strong growth from the perspectives of both network expansion and revenue.
Financially, Stokab started generating positive cash flows as early as 1998 and until 2003. In 2003, overextension in network
deployment combined with a contraction of demand when the IT bubble burst led to the company’s first loss. Through its
holding company Stadshus AB, the City of Stockholm wrote off SEK 600-million-worth of assets (est. €50 million). From then
on, Stokab generated positive cash flows each year, and the overall operation started generating profit in 2008, after 13
years of operation.
On a broader scale, and although its exact effects cannot be accurately quantified, the consensus in Stockholm is that
Stokab has generated significant positive benefits to the local economy that can be summarized as follows:


Increased attractiveness: Stockholm’s place in the international rankings of capital cities most friendly to businesses
has been steadily increasing over the last decade, and its status as a tech hub and a location with state-of-the-art
telecom infrastructure has often been recognized. Many technology companies have established headquarters or R&D
centers in Stockholm.
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Administrative efficiency: The City of Stockholm has been using fiber connectivity not only to reduce its own costs, but
also to launch numerous e-services to increase the efficiency of its public services and lower their costs. More recently,
Stockholm launched an open data initiative to enable third-party developers to build new services using its data.



Innovation driver: Stockholm has seen the birth of many tech companies that have gone on to become big players in
their respective industries, Skype and Transmode being the most prominent. The mix of great infrastructure, tech talent
and funding explains this success on the European scene.

Stokab is seen as a model of municipal fiber deployment inasmuch as it was built with virtually no public subsidies, has led
to competition in the delivery of telecom services in Stockholm, has driven adoption of superfast broadband services in the
city and has helped the City administration reap significant benefits.
The following aspects are at the core of the model and have been the key to its success:


stable political consensus on the need and form of the fiber initiative,



a public infrastructure mindset from the City of Stockholm where the time needed to generate profit was well
understood from the outset,



a gradual deployment that allowed for cash-flow generation early on,



a limitation on the resale of passive infrastructure to avoid competing with customers for active business, and



non-discriminatory and transparent pricing policies.

These aspects could be replicated elsewhere, which makes Stokab a potentially interesting blueprint for fiber infrastructure
deployment by local governments. Replicating the model today, however, looks more complex on the face of it: the quality
of services offered on legacy copper networks today is much better than it was back in the mid-90s, and while copper is
getting strained, there’s no doubt that copper represents a competing platform that Stokab didn’t really have to fend off in
its early days. Furthermore, in large cities most of the highly profitable B2B contracts have already been cherry picked by
service providers with bespoke fiber drops.
On the other hand, the market has evolved in positive ways as well. The technological uncertainty that prevailed around
fiber access in the 90s no longer exists; deployment technologies are better understood, reliable and cheaper. Furthermore,
while large businesses may already be equipped with fiber access, a much larger volume of smaller businesses are now
eager for high quality connectivity. Finally, strategies designed to aggregate demand before deployment are well
understood and have a huge positive impact on the business perspective of such a project.
We believe that the positives balance, and maybe even outweigh, the negatives in making the model reproducible.
However, we also believe that the model would be easier to apply today to Tier 2 cities as opposed to capital cities like
Stockholm because in Tier 2 cities the demand on the corporate side is still strong and is largely unmet.
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I.

Introduction

After the worldwide trend in telecom asset divestiture in the late 80s and early 90s, it was largely thought that governments
would have no more role to play in telecom infrastructure and services except possibly to regulate the market. One aspect
that was largely disregarded at the time was that the infrastructure that had been deployed, in some places as much as 100
years before, would need to be replaced sooner or later. The data services requirement for businesses was the first driver
for better connectivity in the 90s, followed by consumer internet in the last 10 years. Today, the need to replace the
underlying infrastructure is starker than ever. Unfortunately, most of the companies that currently own the copper access
networks around the world are reluctant to invest.
This has brought the question of government involvement in telecom infrastructure back to the forefront. Politically, it’s a
very charged debate, being polarized by two radically different worldviews:


One is that taxpayers’ money shouldn’t be used to pay for something that the private market can provide; and
therefore government investment isn’t wanted or necessary. This is the prevailing view in many US states that have
barred local governments from investing.



Another is that broadband infrastructure is a public good like roads, sewers and other shared utilities, and that taxpayer
investment into broadband infrastructure is just as justified as it is in other public services. This approach is exemplified
by many municipal networks around the world and is being implemented on a national level in Singapore and Australia.

These are actually two extremes of the spectrum in terms of the different options available to governments that want the
infrastructure to be deployed without necessarily investing the taxpayer’s money. This paper illustrates a middle ground
approach as deployed in Stockholm, Sweden, through the activity of the municipality-owned company Stokab.
Stokab is often depicted outside of Sweden as an example of what can be done in municipal fiber networks, but often with
limited understanding of the local situation and project history. This document aims to clarify exactly what Stokab is and
isn’t, and how it may constitute a blueprint for some local governments.
In order to produce this paper, Diffraction Analysis spent time in Stockholm meeting with dozens of players who all form
part of the story: Stokab themselves of course, local politicians, customers of Stokab’s, the municipal administration, real
estate companies, the regulator, and more.
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II.

History of the Project

Inception
In 1993 the Swedish Government, following European Union policy at the time, decided to deregulate the telecom sector.
1
Competition to incumbent operator TeliaSonera was encouraged. The City of Stockholm welcomed the change: its own IT
and connectivity bills were significant, and it was perceived that competition would lead to lower prices and better services.
However, the City was also worried about a possible side effect of deregulation; it envisaged competing telecom operators
digging up the streets of Stockholm massively to lay out the fiber networks they would need to offer services to their
customers, generating disruption and potential chaos for the citizens of Stockholm.
2

The Moderaterna party held the Mayorship at the time. Carl Cederschiöld, the Mayor, felt that the solution to avoiding the
major disruptions (and associated costs) of a “fiber rush” in Stockholm would be for the city to provide the means for
service providers to connect to their business customers. He approached the opposition party, the Socialdemokraterna to
discuss it. In order to create a publicly-owned entity such as the one he envisaged, a broad majority was required in the City
Council, and he knew that a political consensus was the only solution. His party, a conservative party leaning towards freemarket policies, was not philosophically aligned with the idea of creating an additional public entity. (In fact, policy at the
time leaned towards divesting the city of publicly-owned businesses as much as possible.)
However, the Moderaterna viewed this particular issue as an infrastructure issue, not as a public service issue. They felt that
a municipal fiber infrastructure was comparable to a road system: asking whether it should be public or not was the wrong
question. However, they were also concerned that it could grow into more than an infrastructure entity that could compete
with private sector service providers. In order to avoid that, the Mayor proposed the creation of a public Stockholm dark
fiber network under the following two conditions:


The entity created would not be allowed to sell active services of any kind. It would be restricted to providing dark fiber
circuits within the Stockholm region.



The entity would be an equal opportunity provider in that a service would always have to be sold at the same price to
each and every customer, no matter who they were.

The Socialdemokraterna – which was in any case less reluctant about creating a new publicly-owned entity – agreed to this
compromise. The political consensus thus obtained enabled the vote to create Stokab on January 24, 1994. Soon after, the
political majority changed and Mats Hulth of the Socialdemokraterna became Mayor. It was under his leadership that
Stokab was effectively created.

Creation, Expansion
One of the first actions of the newly created Stokab was to purchase an existing Stockholm duct network. Rights of way
were not an issue within the City of Stockholm proper since the City owns close to 100% of the land and access conditions
were already established on equal terms for all entities, public or private, requiring access. Outside of the city things were
more complicated, necessitating individual negotiations with each landlord for access and rights of way. On that basis the
network was deployed to business locations based on a mix of anticipated demand and customer requests.
The large public entities (the City of Stockholm, the County Council, etc.) were initial drivers for the network deployment,
but quite rapidly the private market started taking advantage of the possibilities of an end-to-end dark fiber network. The
first customer (KTH, Royal Institute of Technology) to be hooked up to the Stokab network went live on the summer of 1994
1

Note that the Swedish incumbent has changed names many times since the early 90s. It was called Telia at the time of
Stokab’s inception, later to become TeliaSonera, and is now functionally separated into TeliaSonera (services) and Skanova
(infrastructure). For simplicity’s sake, we will use the denomination TeliaSonera throughout the document.
2
The Moderaterna Party (liberal-conservative) and the Socialdemokraterna Party (socialist) are the two dominant political
forces in Sweden. Both parties have alternatively – incoalition with small parties – governed the City of Stockholm.
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(thus connecting their locations in the city center with their locations in Kista, a satellite town of Stockholm). Because
Stokab’s network stops at in-building demarcation points but doesn’t extend inside the buildings, Stokab doesn’t track
homes or businesses passed, but it is estimated that, by the end of 2012, 400 000 homes (90% of the City of Stockholm) and
most businesses in the City will have access to connectivity.
By 1998, Stokab as an organization was cash-flow positive and has remained so every year since with the exception of 2003
(details on the financial structure and performance are presented below). By the year 2000, Stokab was serving businesses
mostly in the area of Stockholm known as the inner city but, driven by customer demand, the network footprint gradually
expanded into the so-called outer city. During that period, a few pioneering private operators started looking into using
Stokab’s infrastructure to serve the residential market through deals with real estate companies:


Svenska Bredbandsbolaget contracted with HSB , the largest real estate company in Sweden, to fiber up all of their
properties, including a significant footprint in Stockholm;



ViaEuropa signed a deal with a Greenfield real estate developer (Hammarby Sjöstad) in Stockholm operating under an
open access model (i.e. the tenant gets to pick his service provider).

3

In 2002, municipal housing company Svenska Bostäder, a public company that owns and manages around 30 000 homes in
the Stockholm area, wanted to find a long-term solution to get rid of the copper cabling in its buildings. This requirement
was driven by environmental concerns, increased interference from wireless signals and the recognition that the copper
was inherently limited in its capacity. Svenska Bostäder deployed in-building fiber connectivity and paid for fiber to be
4
pulled back to Stokab’s nodes . They followed the open access model pioneered by ViaEuropa and extracted a small
increase in rent from the tenants (around SEK 45) and a similar amount from the service provider serving the tenant. They
view this as a long-term investment aligned with real estate business concerns.
In the wake of these and other similar deals, private operators – especially Bredbandsbolaget – accelerated agreements
with real estate companies to fiber up buildings in Stockholm, although not necessarily with open access provisions
(Bredbandsbolaget, for example, signs five-year exclusives with real estate companies.) This trend propelled Stokab into the
residential market. In 2007, they announced a broad residential deployment that will ultimately open 400 000 homes for
service in Stockholm, i.e. most of the multi-tenant habitat.
At the end of 2011, Stokab had about 100 employees, although including sub-contractors close to 1000 people work on the
project. Stokab has always made a clear distinction between the positions that were needed to operate the company in the
long term (which are internal) and those that are required to deploy and expand the network (which are sub-contracted).
The turnover for 2011 was SEK 665 million (est. €71.5 million). The company has over 800 customers, including 105
operators and service providers (i.e. companies that are reselling services built on the dark fiber they lease from Stokab).
Altogether the network as currently deployed incorporates about 1250000km of fiber and 5 500km of cable. There are 600
nodes where customers can host equipment to manage their networks.

The Financial Story
Stokab’s financial structure is interesting and is not always well understood. The company is owned directly by the City of
Stockholm via a holding company, Stadshus AB, and was not originally financed with taxpayers’ money beyond the
SEK 50000 (€4 500) needed to incorporate the company. Stokab’s initial purchase of a pre-existing municipal duct network
and the operation’s initial deployment were financed exclusively by loans backed by the City.
This set-up allowed Stokab to deploy its initial network and commercialize the dark fiber, and by 1998 Stokab was cash flow
positive. The financial situation was stable and positive until 2003. In the wake of an over-extension into the archipelago
islands, the combination of a heavy investment to deploy the network and lackluster demand in the new market inverted
the financial situation and Stokab ended up SEK32 million (€2.7 million) in the red. The ensuing loss and the generally
3
4

http://www.fastighetsvarlden.se/notiser/bredbandsbolaget-och-hsb-gor-storsatsning/
http://www.svenskabostader.se/sv/Om-oss/Pressrum/Aktuellt/SB-Bredband-nu-hemma-hos-alla/
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5

morose business perspective led the municipality of Stockholm – through its holding structure Stadshus AB – to write off
SEK600 million (€50 million) of assets. In 2004 Stokab was in the black again. The overall operation started generating profit
in 2008. Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 detail the levels of investment and profits of Stokab since the late 90s.

Exhibit 1: Stokab investment (1999—2010) (millions of SEK)
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Exhibit 2: Stokab profit (1997—2010) (millions of SEK)
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5

Stadhus AB is a holding company for around 30 business-oriented public service companies (infrastructure companies,
housing companies, etc.) that is 100% owned by the City of Stockholm. As is legal in Sweden, it can mutualize profits and
losses from these companies, which is what happened in 2003 with the Stokab write-off. Stockholm did not directly
subsidize Stokab as part of this write-off.
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III. Products and Customers
Service offerings
By mandate, Stokab’s product portfolio is limited since it is not allowed to sell active network products and services. It can
serve any customer wanting to buy point-to-point dark fiber connections, but said customer then has to light the fiber and
manage the service themselves. That’s an inherent limitation of Stokab’s reach in the market. Their service portfolio
therefore consists of one product: point-to-point dark fiber circuits.
There are two components to circuit pricing:


Set-up fees are dependent on whether each end of the circuit is in the inner city or the outer city and whether the
location is already on the physical network or not. Multiple fibers and redundant circuits incur discounted set-up fees
when purchased at the same time as the original circuit.



Recurring fees vary based on the straight distance between the two nodes the access lines are connected to. For
distances of up to 20 km the tariffs are set, for distances above that, specific quotes are necessary. The recurring fees
also depend on the level of service level agreement (SLA) desired by the customer (three levels are offered).

The only circumstances that automatically require a quotation for set-up fees from Stokab is when one or both end points
of the circuit are outside the inner city and aren’t already on the network.
It should be noted that although Stokab will systematically apply the same price to the same purchased circuit once it has
been built (although the initial purchaser will pay a higher set-up fee than subsequent buyers on the same route), that still
leaves pricing flexibility for innovative uses of the fiber. Two examples of this:


When media company SVT approached Stokab about the availability of fiber strands for very short periods of time (they
use it for live broadcasts inside Stockholm as detailed below), there was no such pre-existing contract. This allowed
Stokab and SVT to negotiate a fair price agreeable to both of them, which will now apply to other companies requesting
the same type of access to circuits.



When Telenor and Tele2 decided to launch their joint venture Net4Mobility (which is effectively a Long Term Evolution
(LTE) mobile aggregation network co-investment venture) they approached Stokab for a broad scale deployment in
many areas of outer Stockholm in which Stokab had not yet deployed its network. By agreeing to longer term contracts
than Stokab had ever signed before, Net4Mobility managed to get really good prices, and the revenue certainty
allowed Stokab to finance part of its network expansion.

Stokab applies the exact same price for the same products; discounts are mechanical, and are not dependant on the
customer’s identity. However, when exploring new product areas, Stokab is free to determine its prices as long as they are
applied equally across the board.

Customers
In 2011 Stokab had over 800 customers. These fall into a number of different categories:


Public entities: These were the first customers to connect to the network. The two largest are the City of Stockholm
and the County Council (regional administration responsible amongst other things for the networks of schools and
hospitals), but others include branches of the national government and various other public administrations. They
purchase circuits from Stokab to connect the buildings where they operate and generally light the circuits themselves.



Large private businesses: These are large corporations with high requirements in terms of capacity, security and
resilience. The prices offered by Stokab allow them to build self-managed redundant routes between locations. The
benefit is better control of their IT systems at a lower cost.
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B2B integrators: These integrators can serve Stockholm businesses with network services (often MPLS VPNs) built on
top of Stokab’s dark fiber or (in the case of customers with national or international locations) a mix of fiber from
Stokab and other providers.



Real estate companies: These companies saw the benefit for them in fibering up the properties they own and/or
manage. They signed partnerships with so-called communications operators (see below) and purchased from Stokab
the dark fiber circuits they needed for their buildings to be connected to the communications operators.



Service providers: Service providers signed deals with business owners to connect whole buildings to their network
through Stokab’s dark fiber. This is the big driver of the network expansion post-2004 and particularly since 2009. They
deliver a mix of broadband, TV and communication services.



Communications operators: Communications operators (also called open exchange service operators) provide
connectivity to residential homes, but not services. They operate an open access model, purchasing Stokab’s dark fiber
to activate a wholesale network that is then rented by service providers to serve the end-customers.



Mobile broadband operators: The explosion in mobile data usage has driven Stokab’s expansion as well, with mobile
operators connecting cell towers with fiber in Stockholm.



Media companies: Near-ubiquitous fiber connectivity (at least in the inner city) has opened up interesting possibilities
for media companies to use dark fiber for live editing and broadcast. This is a specific approach since the fiber is leased
for very short periods of time. An example of this is described later.

Service providers, communications operators and mobile broadband operators represent 50% of Stokab’s orders by
volume; public entities represent 10%. The remaining customer categories share the last 40%.
When quizzed about their relationship with Stokab, customers express their satisfaction essentially in three areas: trust,
transparency and professionalism.
The trust in the relationship is perhaps the most interesting aspect, not because it’s unusual per se but because it’s largely
connected to the specific status of Stokab as a neutral publicly-owned infrastructure provider. Service providers who also
work with the incumbent point, for example, at a complete change in policy for dark fiber resale in 2009 that effectively
threatened to bar them access to the incumbent’s dark fiber and thus jeopardize business operations that had been built
over the last decade. Working with Stokab – in its customers’ perception – carries no such risk because of the public
involvement of Stockholm and the fact that Stokab doesn’t compete in the active retail market.
Stokab’s pricing transparency is another interesting aspect of the relationship, and a number of customers mention the
change in pricing approach in 2006 as a turning point in the relationship. Until 2006, Stokab’s prices were difficult to figure
out without getting a specific quotation for each circuit required. After 2006 Stokab started distributing to its customers
prices based on a much simpler and predictable structure, thus allowing them to anticipate prices and build business
models without a systematic need to refer back to Stokab’s sales teams. For integrator and operator customers in
particular, this transparency is very valuable. Another important related aspect is the knowledge that another company
requesting the same circuit will be quoted the same price (only set-up fees are dependent on whether the circuit pre-exists
or not, and even that cost can be anticipated in most cases).
Finally, Stokab’s professionalism was noted by many customers. Again, customers pointed to an improvement as the
company became more experienced. In the early days, provisioning and customer support weren’t always optimal, but over
the years Stokab has managed to acquire the know-how that now allows it to deal with international businesses in the
telecom sector without blushing. Many customers pointed to a fundamental difference in this regard between Stokab and
other municipal networks in Sweden, which still have approximate procedures and a lack of experience.
In the course of this study, Diffraction Analysis did not meet with dissatisfied customers of Stokab’s. That does not
necessarily imply that they do not exist, of course.
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IV. Economic Impact and Innovation
When assessing the economic impact of such an infrastructure project, one longs for hard figures and econometric
comparisons. Unfortunately, such studies are extremely complex to perform and usually considered inconclusive (at best)
by those who doubt the impact in the first place. Stokab itself has not commissioned such an analysis.
In the course of this study, we met with various organizations who have a stake in Stockholm’s economic development: the
municipality and various municipal services, Kista Science City (a science hub just outside of Stockholm), and business
development organizations such as Stockholm IT Region and Stockholm Business Region. Synthesizing these discussions and
other researched elements allows us to highlight (but not quantify) three broad trends in terms of the impact of the Stokab
infrastructure on Stockholm’s economy.

Attractiveness
Business attractiveness is obviously a key element for Stockholm, and the quality of telecommunication services is generally
considered to be a key factor in business attractiveness for cities. Real estate consultancy Cushman & Wakeman has been
tracking the perceived attractiveness of leading European cities since 1990. One of the criteria used to establish the
attractiveness of the different cities surveyed is the quality of telecommunications. Every year since 2001 (except 2007),
6
Stockholm has been ranked as the 4th European city in terms of the quality of telecommunications . There’s little doubt
that Stokab plays a role in that perception, especially when one considers that the top three cities in that same ranking are
always London, Paris and Frankfurt, which also top the overall ranking for business attractiveness. In other words,
Stockholm ranks way higher based on that one criterion than many other larger cities.
In 1990, Stockholm was considered the 19th most attractive business city in Europe. In 2011 it was placed 13th. The overall
rankings for business attractiveness track many different criteria of which the quality of telecommunications is only one, but
it’s quite clear that Stockholm’s high fiber connectivity has contributed to its overall rank increasing over time and enables
the city to box above its weight. Exhibit 3 presents the two indicators over time (data prior to 2001 is not publicly available).

Exhibit 3: Stockholm’s rankings in the C&W index
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Cushman & Wakefield: European Cities Monitor 2001—2011
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In the fourth edition of its international study Cities of Opportunity in 2011, global consultancy PwC examined the various
services available in 26 large cities around the world. It identified Stockholm as having the best network for schools, the
7
second best broadband quality, and the best digital economy (a factor of availability and usage of IT solutions) .
Other studies point to the high IT literacy and maturity of the Swedish population and the high contribution of internet
businesses to Swedish GDP, but while there probably is a correlation between Stockholm’s own endeavors in this area and
its performance, there is no Stockholm specific data to support it.

Administrative Efficiency
In interviews with officials of the City of Stockholm, it becomes apparent that when the original decision for the Stokab
development was taken, there was only a hazy perception of the macro-economic impacts that would accrue. Stokab was
originally seen as an infrastructure initiative that would mostly benefit the City of Stockholm by introducing competition in
its provisioning of network connectivity.
Over 15 years down the line, the consequences of Stokab are perceived as wide ranging and massively beneficial by city
officials. The combination of state-of-the-art infrastructure and talent has attracted a slew of IT businesses and made
Stockholm a hub for technology innovation. Not only are all of the big tech companies choosing to make Stockholm their
home (IBM, Microsoft, Ericsson and many more have their European headquarters or R&D centers in Stockholm, mostly
concentrated around Kista) but many successful startups are emerging as well, a virtuous circle that continues to draw more
talent to Stockholm.
Beyond the innovation that has become a staple of Stockholm’s economy (which will be addressed in the next section),
perhaps the most unexpected impact for the city has been the acceleration of its e-services program. Stockholm currently
has over 50 different e-services available to citizens through a municipal portal, and intends to launch another 40 by 2013.
In addition, the City of Stockholm has launched an open data initiative from which it expects another wave of privately
8
developed services to emerge . The City stresses a positive impact on its effectiveness and a reduction of its costs as the
result of these initiatives. When asked how Stokab has enabled widespread adoption of e-services despite the fact that not
all citizens are using fiber to connect to the internet, the City points to the very high proportion of citizens that have access
to the internet (estimated at around 90%) and the general high quality of internet connectivity, even over xDSL or cable.
Furthermore, the City points to the fact that most of its physical locations are fibered up as a catalyst for a slew of revised
processes and approaches to delivering services and enabling internal functions. In other words, Stokab allowed the City of
Stockholm to transform its internal IT operations as well as facilitate the lives of its citizens. As an example, the City explains
how application maintenance on all of its fiber enabled sites is fully remote, saving considerable time and driving significant
efficiency gains with less down time. In the few sites still connected by ADSL, the connectivity isn’t good enough to enable
remote monitoring and maintenance and still necessitates the physical intervention of a technician.
In the coming months and years, the City of Stockholm is looking at a number of possible developments, such as enhancing
services for disabled citizens to minimize their need to physically come to administration centers, enabling videocommunication with all citizens on certain key services, and bringing fiber connectivity to elderly care centers to facilitate
medical care and social interaction.

7
8

PwC, Cities of Opportunity, 2011: http://www.pwc.com/us/en/cities-of-opportunity/index.jhtml
Open Stockholm, http://open.stockholm.se/
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Innovation
An analysis by venture-capital firm Creandum reports that over the past five years, €2.6 billion has been generated per year
9
from Nordic tech-company exits, with more than half of this coming from Sweden alone . Stockholm has been a hub for
tech start-ups for a number of years and a number of budding businesses based in Stockholm are attracting increasing
attention. Not all of these were originally founded in Stockholm, but as they grew they made Stockholm their home.
Amongst these are, for example:


Transmode, a leading metro DWDM company (second largest telecom exporter in Sweden)



Qeyton, a privately held metro DWDM company (bought by Cisco in 2000 for $800 million)



Net Insight, a media transport over IP company



Global IP Sound, a voice codec company (bought by Google in 2010 for $68 million)



Skype, the leading peer-to-peer VoIP company (with over 660 million users in 2011)



Rebtel, a voice and video-over-IP company competing with Skype (with over 12 million users)



Bambuser, a company that enables video broadcasting from mobile phones



Klarna, a company working on e-payment and credit-card substitution solutions



Wrapp, the leading social network gifting company



Spotify, the world’s leading subscription-based music service with more than 10 million users (25% paying)

Again, Stokab cannot be considered the sole driver for tech business development, but the presence of a state-of-the-art IT
infrastructure that enables competition and therefore affordable high-quality services is, alongside other factors such as
available tech talent and emerging venture capital initiatives, why Stockholm has become such a hub for tech innovation.
The infrastructure initiatives driven by the City have had another interesting impact in driving more and diversified
infrastructure investment. In response to Stokab’s development, incumbent TeliaSonera also invested significantly in its
own fiber infrastructure in Stockholm and beyond (although that does not prevent TeliaSonera from being a customer of
Stokab’s as well), which drove not only competition at the service layer but even at the infrastructure layer.
Infrastructure deployment has not been restricted to wireline, however. Stockholm is now the only city in the world with
10
four competing LTE networks . One was deployed by incumbent TeliaSonera and two others by competitive players
Telenor and Tele2. These two companies co-financed a joint-venture infrastructure company called Net4Mobility, which
deploys and manages the access and aggregation parts of the LTE network for both companies. Net4Mobility clearly states
that without Stokab they would not have a business: the density of cell sites for LTE is much greater than it is for 3G, and
having access to affordable dark fiber to connect the cell sites has been a crucial aspect of the joint venture’s viability.
Finally, although this doesn’t have any direct impact on Stockholm itself, the emergence of Stokab created emulation in
11
municipal fiber deployments elsewhere in Sweden. There are now over 200 municipal networks in Sweden , most of them
following a model similar to Stokab’s. Stokab has been seen as a blueprint even beyond Sweden, although implementation
in other capital cities hasn’t been attempted yet.

9

European Startup Capitals, Wired UK, September 2011: http://www.wired.co.uk/magazine/archive/2011/09/europeanstartups/stockholm
10
The fourth (independent) LTE network in Stockholm operates under the brand “3”, see http://www.tre.se/
11
Svenska Stadsnäts Föreningen, the Swedish Association of Municipal Networks (http://www.ssnf.org).
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The existence of the dark fiber infrastructure has led to a certain number of businesses innovating around that
infrastructure. Here are two examples that were highlighted to us during the course of our study:


The first example is an illustration of how the fiber deployment itself has been used innovatively. In 2010, Stokab
decided to install one of their nodes underneath a school so that the heat generated by the telecom equipment hosted
there would be used to heat the school. Thus Stokab allowed the City to save money on heating and started a greener
approach to urban telecom hosting in Stockholm. Stokab intends to replicate this experience in a more systematic way
for public buildings near their nodes, and ultimately expects to have around half of their nodes heating other public
facilities, thus driving energy efficiency and lowering operational costs.



The second example is more emblematic of how fiber connectivity, once it is more or less ubiquitous, can allow
businesses to redefine their operations. SVT, the national television company in Sweden, has started to use Stokab’s
dark fiber to film live events in Stockholm. For a live event (especially sports events, like the Stockholm Marathon or the
Stockholm Tennis Open) SVT used to send production trucks into the field. Camera crews would film the event, the
filmed content would be edited in real-time in the production trucks and then sent back to a central production studio
via satellite for mixing and broadcasting. Starting with the Swedish Royal Wedding in 2010, SVT experimented with a
different approach: they lease individual dark fiber strands from Stokab, which they connect directly to film cameras.
The uncompressed video feed is sent back to the central production studio for mixing and editing. As a consequence,
there is no need for trucks or editing teams in the field and the output quality is better. SVT estimates that the savings
generated from this new technology adoption is close to 40% of the overall production costs.
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V.

Conclusions and Lessons Learned

The first, and perhaps most important, lesson from the Stokab experience is that local governments can profitably deploy
and manage telecom infrastructure. Opponents to such projects often criticize the “waste of taxpayers’ money” when
discussing such projects. Stokab is an example of an operation that generates significant profit with little to no tax money
involved in either its inception or in its management.
The Stokab example is even more interesting because the broader benefits derived from the publicly owned dark fiber
infrastructure are hard to deny (despite the fact that there is no quantitative study to assess the windfall). Stockholm was
one of the earliest cities in Europe to embrace telecom infrastructure as a key element to its development and is now a
leading technology city. As such, Stokab has long been considered an example worth following, or even a blueprint.
In our analysis we aimed to assess the stability of the Stokab model, and our conclusion was that the model seemed stable.
There is one perceived risk in that regard: various customers and stakeholders repeatedly noted that the main potential
issue would be for Stokab to suddenly decide to offer lit services and start competing with its wholesale customers. That
would undermine the bond of trust that Stokab has managed to establish and would be seen in a very negative light by
service providers and business integrators in particular. In the current political context, such a move seems unlikely,
however, and none of the people interviewed for this study expressed a short-term fear that it would happen.
There has been strong interest in the Stokab model from within Sweden and abroad, especially since the middle of the last
decade. There are now over 170 municipal networks in Sweden, most of them following a model similar to Stokab’s. But
while it has influenced the thinking in other cities across Europe, there hasn’t been any copycat deployment on the same
scale. The emulation has happened mostly in Sweden and other Scandinavian countries, and even there the core
components of Stokab’s model haven’t always been replicated.
The key elements of Stokab’s success, in our analysis, are:


A political consensus at municipal level that ensured a long-term view at the project’s inception and continued support
when things turned rough.



A public shareholder that views the network as a public infrastructure rather than just a dedicated resource for its own
needs, which has allowed Stokab to develop without excessive political constraints.



A gradual deployment that focused first on revenue generating business needs to then finance residential roll out with
the cash flow generated from the profitable and amortized business side.



A guarantee of neutrality and non-competition with customers (by offering only passive services), which has attracted
private service providers and other entities like real estate owners and managers onto the network.



Non-discriminatory and transparent pricing as well as industry-grade processes.

Considering how early Stokab was initiated (long before the explosion in residential internet usage), it’s had ample time to
develop, even before traditional players in the telecom market thought that what Stokab was doing made any sense. Over
the years, several layers of wholesale and retail markets have been erected on the building blocks of Stokab’s dark fiber.
There is therefore a legitimate question about the replicability of the Stokab model today.
A city willing to replicate the Stokab model today would face a number of specific challenges:


First, the current level of broadband services over copper, while insufficient for future-proof residential access and
current business needs, is nonetheless serving these existing businesses and would constitute competition to any
municipal initiative in dark fiber. That does not in itself constitute a reason not to move forward for such a venture, but
it does suggest that competition from legacy copper would be stiffer.
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Second, in most capital cities and some smaller cities as well, large businesses have already been fibered up by private
operators. While this is far from the ubiquitous access enabled by Stokab, it does mean that the initial cherry picking
that allowed Stokab to become cash positive fast would not necessarily be feasible.

On the other hand, the general need for bandwidth (and customer expectations in this regard) is now higher than it has
ever been, and seems to be continuing to increase.
However, there are a few aspects in which it would probably be easier for a local government to launch a Stokab-like
venture now as opposed to when Stokab did it:


Smaller businesses whose needs are not being addressed by private operators today and would not have been targeted
by Stokab’s initial run in the 90s now demand the quality of service offered by fiber connectivity and could constitute a
denser customer base for an initial deployment.



Demand aggregation has become easier to implement, either through large-scale agreements with ISPs prior to
deployment or through pre-sales strategies to boost initial demand. Various public and private deployments of fiber-tothe-home around the world have successfully used these approaches to maximize initial take up and enhance their
business model.



Technological uncertainty is no longer an issue. In the 90s, there was serious doubt about the technological feasibility
of fiber in the access, both for Stokab and for its customers. All of these issues by and large have been dealt with today
so that a lot of the cost associated with the uncertainty has been eliminated. It would be much cheaper to deploy such
a network today than it was for Stokab some 15 years ago.

These challenges and opportunities probably cancel each other out more or less. We also believe that the Stokab model
would be easier to replicate today outside of capital cities, in so-called Tier 2 cities where the logistics are easier to manage
and the demand is not currently being addressed.
The crucial change between 1995 and today is that private players understand the need and the benefits of fiber
infrastructure. As such, they have become key partners in building a successful municipal operation. In Stokab’s history
these collaborations took longer to materialize, but they were a key element of the financial success. Today, Bahnhof,
Bredbandsbolaget and many of the smaller retail and business operators use Stokab’s infrastructure and drive up demand.
A project initiated today using Stokab as a blueprint would be well advised to ensure the collaboration of one or several
established private service providers, either as early customers or as co-investing partners in the venture.
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although the opinions and views are independent and are not representation of the company's policies.
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